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It will serve as both triage unit and bridge center in emergency medical situations

Researchers at Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) have developed a low-cost and ready-for-rapid-
production negative pressure room called a Mobile Clinic Module (MCM).

The MCM expects to quickly meet the high demand for negative pressure beds in the nation and eventually many other 
countries where the third wave of COVID-19 is raging. The module is now ready to be rolled out after a three-week test at the 
Korea Cancer Center Hospital. Professor Tek-Jin Nam, who developed the MCM, cites 'expandability' as its key feature. 
Eventually, it will serve as both a triage unit and bridge center in emergency medical situations.

"This is a very efficient and versatile unit. It takes approximately two hours to build the basic MCM unit, which comprises four 
negative pressure bed rooms, nurse's station, locker room, and treatment room. We believe this will significantly contribute to 
relieving the drastic need for negative pressure beds and provide a place for monitoring patients with moderate symptoms," 
said Professor Nam.

It will also help manage less-severe patients who need to be monitored daily in quarantined rooms or serve as a bridge station
 where on-site medical staff can provide treatment and daily monitoring before hospitalization. These wards can be efficiently 
deployed either inside or outside existing hospitals.

The research team specially designed the negative pressure frame to ensure safety level A, utilizing a multi-function panel 
wall roofed with an air tent. The multi-function panels can hold medical appliances such as ventilators, oxygen and bio-signal 
monitors. Positive air pressure devices supply fresh air from outside the tent. An air pump and controller maintain air beam 
pressure while filtering exhausted air. An internal air information monitoring system efficiently controls room air pressure and 
purifies the air.

While a conventional negative pressure bed is reported to cost approximately 3.5 billion KRW (50 billion won for a ward), this 
module is estimated to cost 0.75 billion won each (10 billion won for a ward), cutting the costs by approximately 80%. 
The MCM is designed to be easily transported and maintained. This module requires only one-fourth of the volume of existing 
wards and approximately 40% of their weight. The unit can be transported in a 40-foot container truck. 
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